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PANEL SYST�MS 
DECODER CONN�GTOR CIRCUIT 

FOR us� WITH THREE-DIGIT S�Nll�RS 
AND DECOD�RS 

CHANG�S 

D . .. DESCRIPTION OF CIRGUIT CHANGES 

D.l Leads 7DG� SK2 and SK), X option� are 
added to connect between sender and 

decoder when the feature is provided that 
requires the use of the auxiliary sender for 
multifrequency outpulsing. 

LJ.2 Note i26 is added. 

All other headings under. Chan6es, no change. 

l. PURPOSJ;!; OF' CIRCUIT 

1.1 This decoder connector is used in a 
pan�l office to connect 3-digit sub

scriber senders or key- pulsing "�" switch
board senders_· with )-digit decoders. 

2. WORKING LIMITS 

2.1 None. 

3. FUNCTIONS 
.!,-· 

3. 01 · When a ,sender requires· a decoder· con-
¢ector., upon receiving a signal. from 

the se-nder, �onnects the sender to a decoder 
by the operat,ion of multicontact relays, and 
breaks down the1 connection by the.release of 
the multicontact relays wpen signaled by the 
senaer. i 

3.02 The senders are divided into groups, 
e�ch g�oup having a se�ar�te connector 

to a c.ommon group cf decoaers·. Within any 
one c'onnecto� only or�e connec�ion can be 
made at a time and in case 0f .a simultaneous · 
demand by two': or mort: senders, they take 
their successive turns in·. a fixed order ·of 
precedence. · · 

/. 
3.03 As many connections through different 

connectors car:: be made simultaneously. 
as tnere are decoders working. In case of 
simultaneous demand from two or more con-

· nectors when all the decoders, or all but 
one, are ·already busy, the connectors take 

.their turns in a fixed order of precedence� 
However,·the order of the connectors is 
different with respect to each decoder, so 
that all connectort� have a fairly equal 
chance to be served first as soon as a 
decoder becomes idle. 

3.04 Th� decoder connector connects the 
decoder test circuit to the leads of 

any connec_tor in· the same manner as it 
connects a sender to the leads of any 
connector. 

J . 05 The senders assoc_iate'd with the par-
ticular connector to which the decoder 

test circuit·is conrected are made busy by . 
the operation of the timing circuit after 5 
to 12 seconds have elapsed. 

J.06 By the operation of relay. (TH) a cir-
cuit is closed over which the test 

circu;i.t .can connect this connector to any 
decoder. 

3.-07 B� the oper�ti6n �f relay (DST) a cir-
cuit is clos.ed over which the test 

circuit can: connect directly to the leads 
to the decoaer by the operation of mult
contact relays shown on tne decoder circuit. 
Such a connection from the test circuit 
through a c6nnector to.a decoder and back 
to the test circuit, is made for the pur
pose of testing the leads through the con
nector. direct connection ·from the test 
circuit a decoder, with.out connection 
with any,connector, is made for the purpose 
of testing the decoder. 

· 

).08 When a· decoder which has timed out 
connects with the trouble indicator 

cir�uit, the decod�r connector records in 
the trouble indicator the number of the 
frame, the position of .. the connector on 
the frame and the order in the connector 
of the sender to which the decoder is con-
nected. 

· 

,3.09 A timfng c1rc4it in each connector I 'gi Ve.S M alarm and makes the aSSOCi-
ated sern;lers 1busy in case the connector does 
not respond to ·a demand from a s�nder for 
connection with a decoder, or. in case such 
a connection when .established is held an 
excessive length 9ritime� 

· 

).10 A timing circuit in each decoder is 
started when the decoder is seized by 

a connector. It is also started if a �e
coder whic,h is idle is made' busy to all 
connectors. by a ground on the DB lead, other 
than a ground applied by plugging in the 
DB jack. 

Lamps are proVided to indicate the 
sender involved when a conn.actor time alann 
is given. 
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4. CONN�CTING CIRCUITS 

This circuit will function with: 

4.1 Three-digit subscribers sender ar
ranged for use with decoder. 

4 .2 �A� switchboard sender arranged for 
use with decoaer. 

4.3 Three-digit decoder. 

4.4 tiecoder �est circuit. 

4.5 Trouble indicator. 

4 .6 . Sender motor stop and frame busy 
circuit. 

4.7 Miscellaneous alann circuit. 

D�SCRIPTION OF OP�RATION · 

5. CONNECTORS CONNECTINQ S�NU�RS TO 
D�COiJ�RS 

5.1 There ,are two multi-contact relays 
(SF) anct (SG) for each sender, and 

the senders are di vid.ed into a-number of 
groups or connecto·rs to permit of simul- , . 
taneous connections to the several 
of the common gr9up. In each connector 
there are also two multi-contact relays 
(LJF) and (DG) for each decoder and two 
multi-contact relays· '(Tf: ) ana .{ TG)' for the . 
decoder test circuit� 1" · 

5.2 In.each connector t'he corresponding 
contacts on all the 

' relays are s:trapped together on st.de 
except a f�w which are used for control. 
purposes and some ·which are not u�ed� On 
the other side the contacts'of the sender 
relays are wired to their �espective sen
ders, the contacts: of the test circuit 
relays are multipled connector to' connector 
and wired to the t�st circuit, an� th,e con
tacts of the decoder.relays belonging .to 
each decoder are multipled connector to 
connector· �d wired to the decode,r. 

5.3 A particular sender ,is connected to 
a particular decod�r by operatin� 

multi-contact relays (SF) and {SG) of the 
sender and (pF). and ( DG) of the decoder, 
in the same connector. 

5.4 The tRst circuit is connected to a 
particula'r decoder through a particular 

connector by operating multi-contact relays 
(TF) and (TG) in that connector of the test 
circuits and by operating relay (TH) and 
closing ground to the ''DR" lead for 
ing multi-contact relays {DF) and of 
the particular decoder in the same connector. 
The test circuit is connected directly to a 
particular decoder ,by operating relay (DST) 
which closes a circuit for operating multi
contact relays in the decoder circuit. 

Page 2 

5.5 The sender and decoder control cir-
cuits are so arranged that only one 

pair of sender or test circuit multi-contact 
relays and one pair of decoder multi-contact 
relays in a particular connector can be op-

. erated at one time, ana only one pair of 
decoder multi-contact relays belonging to a 
particular decoder can be operated at one 
time. 

5.6 The sender control circuit for each 
connector is so arranged that in case 

of simultaneous demand by the test circuit 
and a sender, or by two or more senders in 
the group served by the connector, they 
take their turns in a definite order, the 
test circuit having last choice. 

5.7 The connectors are divided into as 
many blocks are there are decoders, 

and· each block takes a particular different 
one of the decoders by preference, but if 
that decoder is busy it then takes the next 
decoder which happens to be idlee If sev
eral connectors are seized by senders while 
the decoders are busy, each d.ecoder as 
it becomes idle is seized by a connector in 
the block which has that decoder for its 
first choice, or by a connector in the near
est block that is waiting for a decoder to 
become idle . In case two connectors in that 
block are awaiting .:·service they take their 
turns in a definite order . The test·circuit 
can seize any decoder at will, but if the 
seized decoder is serving a connector at the ' 
time it is selected by the test c�rcuit, the 
test circuit is required, to wait until the 
decoder ia released by the connector before 
it c�n proceediwith the test. 

6. ANJJ IlliL!!:ASE OF CONNECTOR 

6 .1 Th.e con�rol 'circuit for. each connector 
consists of one sender start relay 

(SS) for each, sender in the· connec.tor, and 
test start relay (TS). In addition each 
connector has connect,or alarm relays �CAl ) , 
(CA2), (CAJ), (CA4) and (CA5) the functions 
of which will be described later. 

.6. 2 When a .sender is ready for a decoder, 
it connects batt,ry to· its start lead 

0sTn and to lead "CBS" and if the connector 
is not engaged, relays (SS ), (CAl) and (CA2) 
will op'erate to grom1d through the windings 
of relays (CAl) and (CA2) . The multi-contact 
relay (SF) associated with the sender is op
erated by relay (SS) and connects the sender 
to the receiving leads of the connector. 
The operation of relay.(SF) closes a circuit 
for operating relay (SG) which connects the 
sender to the transmitting leads of the con
nector. 

6.J When the sender has finished with a 
decoder, it removes battery from lead 

"ST�, and r�lays (SS), (CAl) and (CA2) re
lease, followed by relays (SF) and (SG), 
leaving the connector free for other senders 
of the test circuit. 

· .... 

'decoders 

multi-contact 
one 

o:perat
(DG) 

/ . 

all 
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6.4 If ·one or more senders call while 
their connector is engagea their (SS) 

relay may operate, 'depending upon the posi
tion of preference of the calling senders 
with respect to the sender engaging the con
nector, but the calling senders must wait · 
until the connector is freed and relay (SS) 
released before' connection with the receiv
ing and transmitting leads can be-established. 

6.5 If two or more senders in the same 
connector call when the connector is 

disengaged, or if they cail while it is en
gaged and wait:together for it to be freed, 
the (SS) relays may operate and lock depend
ing upon the position of preference. But 
the (S�) r�lay in the prefsrred position 
will·operate its multi-contact relays (3F) 
and (SG) and also open the circuit for op
erating the multi-contact relays of. the 
�aiting senders until the corinector is fte�d 
'and relay (SS) released. its multi-
contact relays (SF') and anP, also open 
the circuit for operating the multi-contact 
�ela�s of the waiting senders until th� con
nectQ� is �r�ed and relay .(SS) released. 

6.6 � ·when.the test circuit calls for a par-
/ l ticul�r cohnector it connects battery 

· 

to associated start lead "SR" and to · 

lead · The operations are then the 
same in the, c,ias� of a se.nder calling, so 
far the se1izu/re' and· release. of the ·con- · 
�ectQ� is con1cemed. : 

I I I ' ! ' 

.�: �!!f�U� �ii !l\R.t!;L��S·.t!; · dF D.t!;COD�.R . 
.'I , ' , 

" 11 . 
71. i:, The con�tol ciryuit for each \decoaer · 

·. consist 'Of one decoder start r�lay 
.(0S)· for. 1�ach connecto';l" and one (DST} relay'.' 
· foij· tei,)t oir'cuit, one· connecto·r busy · .! (�B)? fo!r each c.onnec�or busy ·2;'elay .• : 
fo�1each ·s1x �qnnectors designated (p�R) to" 
·(CB�) Fig. l� or for each four connector& · 

( G·3N) '. t�>' (CBZ) Fig. 13 or for 
each <;:011nectbrs designa�ed lCBR) to 

. . (CBV), 14 .an� one· decoder bll;SY relay , 
" ( p�)1• , In\ each decoaer has decoder 
.alarm, UAl) ana ( lJA2) and make busy. 

... jacks:�"' �d 1( DB). the functions of 'which 
· 90 .cte�cr�·bed latier. . . 

' • ' ' 

7.2 1W� will. consider 'first· the· case where 
a sender,has 'seized its conne�tor, 

the f�rst chotce decoqer of 'that connector 
is idl:e ,. and no\' ·other connectors are calling 
for d�cdders. '�e··operation of the sender 

· . .  multi-contac.t relay {SF) connects the sen
der start lead itST'' through to the winding 

'of the (I�S) relf!Y of the first cho1ce de
coaer • .  This relay operates to ground through 
the nonnal contacts· of the o�her (DS) relays 

,of this decoder. When the (DS)relay opens 
its normally closed contacts relays (DAl) 
and ·( DA2) release closing ground to the de
coder alarm lead- "ST"• Relay (DS) operates 
the multi-contact relay (DF) which in turn 
operates the (DG) relay associated with the 
decoder, connecting the decoder to the con
nector and therefore the sender. Relay (lJF') 

opens the operating circuit for the (CB) 
relay associated with this decoder and re
lay (DG) operates relays (CBR) to (CBZ) 
Fig. 12 or (CBN) to (CBZ) Fig. 13 or (CBR) 
to (CBV) Fig. 14 and they in turn operate 
the (CB) relays in all other connectors. 
The (CB) relays cut off the operating wind

.ings of their respective (DS) relay and 
;advance the operating start leads to the 

next decoder in all connectors. 

7.3 When the sender has finished with the 
decoder, it removes battery from lead 

11ST" as previously described. Relays (DS), 
(DF), and (VG) in the connector release, 

(DAl} and (DA2) and relays 
to (CBZ) rig� 12 or to (CBZ) 

Fig. 13 or (CJR)to (CBV) Fig. 14 and the 
(CB) relays for all other connectors re
lease, thus leaving the decoder as well as 
the connector free • . 

7.4 In case the first ehoice decoder is 
busy, it� operating start leads in 

all connectors, except the one engaging the 
connector, are advanced by the (CB) relays 
being operated a.pd the next idle decoder is 
seized. When a sender.multi-contact relay 
is operated, all operated (CB) relays iri 
the connect9r are held.up by their locking 
windings, unless all of them are operated. 
The reason for locking thein is to prevent 
a connector which has started to seize a 
other than it� first choice from abandoning 
that decod.e.r and going back to an earlier 
choice decoder if one becomes idle at the 
critical time • . 'The locking .circuit is 
broken whe� 'all (CB) relays in the connector 
are operated in orqer to prevent their be
ing held permffi:ient�y. 

7.5 If more than one connector up to as. 
·many as there are idle decoaers call 

simultaneously ·and their choices fall on 
different idle decoders; all connections 
are made at orice without interference. If 
their choice falls on the same decoder, all 
(DS) relays will operate and lock. But the 
(US) in the preferred position will open 
the operating circuit for the other (DS) 
relays ari� when the (.CB) relays, except the 
one associated with the (US) .relay in the 
pre-ferred. positi:o.n, operate they will cause 
the release df the (DS) relays that were' 
locked up and advance the start wires for 
these connectors. The unsuccessful senders 
will be connected to the succeeding idle 
decoders without appreciable delay, provided 
there ·are other decoders available. If there 
are no available idle' decoders the connectors 
will be required to wait until decoders are 
·available. 

7.6 If a number of connectors call while 
all decoders are busy, they will get 

service as decoders are freed in a regular 
order, each freed decoder serving by pref
erence one of the connectors which make it 
their first choice, and the several connec
tors in such a group taking turns among 
th ems elves. 
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7.7 In case a connector is seized by the 
test circuit instead of by a sender, 

the start lead is not extended to seize the 
first idle decoder and attach it to the con
nector. Instead, the test circuit, which 
has already connected directly to any de
coder desired, as described in the next para
graph, grouncts the "UR" lead. corresponding 
to that decoder, operating the multi-contact 
relays in.the desired connector. 

7.8 The test circuit connects directly to 1 

any decoder desired by means of relay; 
(DST) and multi-contact relays in the de
coder circuit. The test circuit must wait 
until relay (US) releases if the decoder is 
connected through a connector to a sender 
before a ground circuit is closed for oper
ating the multi-contact relays. 

8. VECOJJ.t£H BU SY 

· $.1 A decoder when seized by a connector 
for connection to ;a sender, or when 

sei�ed dire6�ly by the test circuit, is 
guarded against intrusion by the (DS) relay 
in the pr�ferr�d positi�n opening the chain 
cir�uit over .�hich ground fOF-operating the 
multi-conta¢t relays i� furnished. 

8. 2 ·1', A busy ctkcoder is further guarded . 
. · against jtntrusion anel at tqe same 1 

time calls from senders which would normally 
go t6 it are passed on to other d�coders, by 

'the operation of the (CBR).to (CBZ) 12· 
or lCBN) to (CBZ) Fig. 13 or (CBR) to 
Fig. 14 and�ll (CB) relays except the 6ne· 
a·ssociated with the (lJS) relay engaging the 
connector. 'These are, a 11 operated or hE;ild 
w�ene·ver the, qecoder multi-contact relars ·1 

in any . connec'tor operate, al�o over· the: '' LJ.t>". 
lead from-th�· decocter under certain trouble 
conditions in the �atter anq also wheri'a 
plu� is in���ted in ih� {Dal Jack �ssociated 
with that decbder to operate the (DB) relay. 

I : I . ' 

S.3 · A de
1
co&er may. be .. rendered busy to.i any 

particular. connector' 'PY. inserting: a 
plug in ttle (DB) jack associated with the 

·decoder and the connec'tor� ' · 

. . I 
. 

9.1 When .a pair of sender multi-contact 
relays and a pair of decoder multi

contact refays in t)le same connector oper
ate, their contacts make th� follo�ing 
connection� to the sender and the �ecoder. 

' I 
9.2 Twen�y receiving1leads, those appear-

ing consecutively on the drawing from 
"Al" to "VJ" ''U4" and also leads "PS" "KS", 
"�A" and "LA" are corinected through from 
sender 1to decoder. Over them the decoder 
receives from the sender the office coae and· 
the class of the calling subscriber� 

9.3 Tvio check leads, "GKl" and "CK211, are 
connected through from sender to 

Page I+ 

decoder, and a third lead ttGK3" to the 
decoder is grounded. 

9.31 Leads "(.;Kl" ana "CK2" are used to 
pass a temporary ground from the de

coder to the sender, in order to ground all 
of the receiving leads which are not 
grounded by �perated relays in the sender, 
and th�reby to check their continuity. The 
"CKl" and "GK2" leads to each sender are 
normally grounded by the multi-contact relay, 
so that the receiving leads to eac�1 sender 
are normally through back contac�s in the 
sender. The purpose of this is in case one 
of the contacts on the multi-contact relay 
becomes short-circuited, the corresponding 
wire in the connector will be grounded when 
this sender is not connected, and will stick 
decoders on most of the calls from other 
senders in the same connector, thus calling 
attention to the fault. 

9.32 Prior to Issue 7-D of this circuit, 
the preceding paragraph applied only 

to lead "i.;Kl" and lead "i.;K2" was used by 
the senaer to notify the decoder in case it 
was making a -second trial on the same call, 
the decoder first seized having timed out 
and sent a trouble release to the sender. 
This notified' the decoaer not to check the 
receiving leads • 

9. 33 Lead "GK3" is. ·used to. operate relays 
in the decoder after it has cheched 

the leads. On breaking down the 
connection this lead.is broken at the same 
time as the receiving leads, which prevents 
the decoder from making false operations 
when the relay connected to the receiving 
leads release·. 

9.4 Thirty-�ix tra�smitting leads, those 
appeari�g consecutively on the draw

ing fro� "CLl" to "NU" with the exception 
of EA and LA and also ZCl and zc2, are con
nected through from sender to decoder. Over 

·these the decoder transmits to the sender 
the decoded infonnation for establishing a 
call. 

9.5 Two release leads "RL" and "TRLn 
are connected through from sender 

to decoder. The decoder sends the regular 
signal to the sender over lead "RL" after 
sending infonnation over the transmitting 
leads. When the decoder times out on ac
count of some trouble preventing it from 
sending the regular·release signal and 
being disconnected' in the normal time al
lowed, it sends a trouble release s·ignal 
over the "TRLn lead, thus making a separate 
attempt to disconnect itself, and notify
ing the sender to make a second trial. 

9.6 Lead �ND" is used to notify the 
sende� in case the incoming call is 

one on which no district selections are 
required. 

receiving 

;, # ' 

9. CONN~qott. Lt;AUS TO: S.!!;N'DKt:i i\NU D~COU~H 
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9.7 Lead "KS" is used to notify the de-
coder in case the incoming call is 

being made by a key pulsing "A" operator 
and that leads "0" and "6" in the decoder 
should l:e separatE.d to allo\� tha opera tor 
to e�ploy codes th� second and third digi t 
of which m?.y be zer·')· 

9.8 Lead OB5 provides for high fhe of-
fice brush selection. Leads EA and 

LA are requir�d when toll directing codes 
having prefix. 11 are used. These leads 
signal the decoder to use local area (LA) 
or extended area (EA) translation. 

9.9 Lead· TDV is required when the de-
coders are arranged for diversion 

of restricted PBX traffic for extra charge 
calls. This lead signals the sender to 
reverse the �olarity of t ip and ring to 
the calling subscriber. 

9.10 Leci.ds 7DG, SK2 and SK3 are requi�d 
. when decoders are arranged to tr.ans

late co<les tPRt require the �uxiliary 
sender for multifrequency outpulsi ng. These 
leaci.s are used to signal the auxiliary 
s�nder through the subscriber sender as tC\ 
th e n\.vnber of digit-s- to be multifrequency 
OU t puhrnd • 

10. CONNECTOR LEADS TO TROUBLE. INDICA,TOR 

10.l When a de�odffr-, whi�h is connected 
to a s�nder by the operation of 

sender· and decoder multi-contar.t relays, 
, , times 011t arxi seizes ! the trouhle indicator 

for the taking of' a record, the conna�tj_on 
With the sender i� held momentarily. 

· �0.2 'J'fr� tro uble jndica·tor cldsbs ground 
over lends "l''RCn, "SNC" and "CNC" to 

1 cont.Jets on the ( DG) multi-contact, relays 
associated with this decod�r in 811 con�· 
nector.s. 'l'his ground returns to the troub l� 
inrlic3�6r over l9ads "F�", "SN" and "CN". 
The "CN" lead is connected to the "CNC" 
l.eB.d through the front contact of 'the "00" 
rel8y c� the connector involved, and the 

· 

"SN" l��d is,conn�cted to the u3NC" lead 
t �ough the' front cont a ct of the ( SG) relay 
of t he sender in the connector 
anrl the FR lead is.connected to the . 
l�ad through 2. contact, on the (DG) ·relan 
This r�cords in the trouble indicator the 
number of the frame, the position·cif the 
connector on the .frame, And the position. 
of the s�nder in the connector. 

11. TIME ALARM!:f AND TROUBLE 'UMPS· 

11 .. 1 When a c onne ctor is idle and '
rec·ep-

tive to � � all all its rela y s (SS) 
{TS), (SF), (SG), (TF) A nd (TG) are norm�!. 
If then a eend8r on the test circuit con
ne cts ba tt·ery to its start. lead, connect0r 
alann re.lay� (CAl) and (CA2) operate in 
series �ith relay (SS) or (Ts). -

11.11 If on account of a trouble condition 
a mu.lt i-c on tact re Jay fetils to op-

erate, interrupter (CA3) opnratcs relay 
(CAJ) and then relay (CA5), the latter in 
fro:n 5 to ) 2 seconds after the operation 
of rolays (CH) and (CA2). · 

11.12 If' a multi-contact. rela y operates, 
but on account of a trouble condition 

it fails to release pro mptly, interrupter 
(CA4) operates relay (CA4) 3nd then r?.lay 
(CA5), the latter in froil 5 to 12 seconds 
after ·the operation of the multi-contact 
relay. 

11.13 If relay (CA5) operates from either 
of t,he above causes, it lights a 

connector time alarm lamu which is common 
to all connectors, J. .. ings ·the decoder direct 
current bell, and makes all senders associ
a t�d with the connector busy. 

11.2 When a sender seizes its connector 
and ope·rates its ( SG) multi-c ontact 

relay a circuit is closed for operating 
the (DS) relay of tte 0.ecoder seizedo The 
operation of relay- (DS) causes the release 
of rela ys ( DAl) and ( DA2), which close 
ground to rleco d�r alcirm lead "ST" for op
erating r�lay (ST) of the. decoder circuit. 
As l ong as relays (DAl) and (DA2) are re
leased on mult i-conta ct relay (DG) is 
operated, rel;:i.y .(ST) in the decoder will 
remain operated fr·'m ground ovP.r lead 
"ST"•· 

11.21 Relay (ST) in the d9coder acttiates a 
· 

time measure circuit which gives a 
trouble release if it is held from 1 to 2•3 
seconds, and gives a decoder ·time alarm if 
i� �s held fo� a total of from 2.J to 306 
S'econds. The decoder time alarm lights a 
lamp indiyidual to the dacoder, Rnd rings 
the d�coder dire�t current bell. 

ll.;3 If relays (CBR) to (CBZ) Fig. 12 or 
( CBN) to (CBZ} Fig. 13 or ( CBR) to 

( QBV). F ig • . 14 are 'qpera.ted by a false 
ground, no (.:00') relay being operated :md 
no plug being in ;the (DB) jack, the false 
ground· will c onnect to the decoder over 
the· "DB" lead a"nd will actu ate the time 
measure circuit in the decoder. When a 

.. is in th e ·(-DB} operating relay 
the latt�r cuts the 11DB" lead 

to decoder. ' 

�l.4 It will be �een from the above that 
any troubl e. which ties up a connector 

will give 'the connector time alarm and if 
it aleo ties up a decbder it will also 
give the decoder time alarm. If a decoder 

. alone is tied as by a fa.lse ground 
on th e winding a (DG) relay, the de
coder nlarm only will be given. 

11.5 By operating the (BAT) key on re-
ceipt of a connector alarm the 

l oc ation of the trouble will be �isclos'3d 
by the steady lighting of one or two lamps 
depending upon the. location of the trouble� 
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11.51 One lamp (C) for each connector 
is lighted by the operation of 

relay (CA5) or any (DG) multi-contact 
rel�y in the connector. 

11.5� One lamp (S) for each po sition of 
a sender in its connector-or one 

lamp (T) is by the operation 
of an ( SG) .or multi-contact relay 
in the same position a�d in any connec
tor. 

, � 
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ISSUE 8-D · 

120 PRarECTION 
12.l (P) condenser l MF in s�ries with 

(P) 18-FB resistance 900 ohms is 
used as protection on the operating lead 
of the (CB-) rel�ys when there are 12 
sender� in a connector �nd therg are over 
9 (CB-) relays in multipl�. 
12.2 . conden s�r 0.5 MF in series w:t.th 

18-BH resistance 1000 ohms is 
used on 

·
lead ST to protect the contacts ot 

sender relays. 

'· ·-�· 

lighted 
(TG) 

' \ 
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